Total Versus Completion Thyroidectomy: A Multidimensional Evaluation of Long-Term Vocal Alterations.
Total thyroidectomy (TT) and completion thyroidectomy (CT) are two common surgical operations that are frequently followed by vocal symptoms despite preservation of the recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) and of the external branch of superior laryngeal nerve (EBSLN). The aim of this study was to analyze vocal alterations through endoscopic findings, videolaryngostroboscopy (VLS), acoustic vocal parameters and impact on patients' quality of life after surgery in the absence of laryngeal nerve injury. We enrolled 198 patients who underwent thyroidectomy by the same surgeon. One hundred twenty-six patients underwent TT (group TT) while 72 underwent CT (group CT). All patients underwent preoperative VLS and Voice Handicap Index (VHI) assessment and postoperative VHI, VLS and Acoustic Voice Analysis with Multidimensional Voice Program Analysis 12 to 18 months after surgery. We observed a statistically significant higher rate of EBSLN injury in CT compared to TT. Even in the absence of RLN and EBSLN injury, patients who underwent TT and CT presented slightly worse acoustic vocal parameters and VHI scores compared to healthy controls. Interestingly, some acoustic vocal parameters and VHI scores were significantly worse in group CT compared to group TT. The higher rate of EBSLN injury in CT rather than in TT suggests a higher surgical risk in CT. The vocal parameters of loudness and self-perception of voice were significantly worse after CT, suggesting a larger trauma in patients' vocal outcome in CT if compared to TT, although these alterations were not reported as psychologically limiting daily life of patients. Nevertheless, the existence of multiple factors contributing to vocal alterations after thyroidectomy highlight the importance of a routine comprehensive functional voice analysis before and after surgery.